The research department “linguistics” at the Austrian Centre for Digital Humanities and Cultural Heritage (ACDH-CH), a research department of the Austrian Academy of Sciences (OeAW), Austria’s leading non-university research institution, is seeking a

**ACADEMY SCIENTIST (F*M) in digital Lexicography**

(full-time, 40h per week)

The position is situated in the OeAW long term project “Dictionary of Bavarian Dialects in Austria” (‘Wörterbuch der bairischen Mundarten in Österreich’, WBÖ), which is dedicated to the comprehensive documentation and lexicographic analysis of the various base and regional dialects of (historical) Austria. Working at the interface between lexicography and IT, you will take on central tasks in communication with IT developers. You will not only coordinate the technical implementation of DH-specific requirements, but also support the IT team in software development. In addition, you will be involved in the lexicographical work of the dictionary team.

Your tasks:
- Management of the co-development of the Lexical Information System Austria (LIÖ)
- Review and co-structuring of the TEI files for online publication of the WBÖ articles
- Modelling and structuring of linguistic data and databases
- Support of members of the research department “linguistics” in corpus linguistics
- Responsibility for communication at the interface between lexicography and IT / digital technologies / digital humanities
- Support of the IT team in the implementation of digital agendas
- Lexicographical work for the “Dictionary of Bavarian Dialects in Austria (WBÖ)”
- Participation in project work meetings (in the most varied of constellations and sizes), conferences, symposia

Your profile:
- Completed doctorate in one of the following areas: German Philology / German Studies with a focus on linguistics; Linguistics with a focus on German; Computational linguistics with a focus on lexicons / lexicography
- Experience in supporting linguistic research through digital methods
- Experience in the field of lexis / lexicography and with modelling linguistic data

Optional assets:
- Experience with relational databases, but also with XML formats and X technologies (xpath, xquery, exist)
- Knowledge in developing web applications (react, vueJS, Javascript, php, css)
- Experience with agile project management of software products
- Research focus in one or several of the following areas: dialectology, variationist linguistics, lexicography, corpus linguistics, computational linguistics
- Project experience in German linguistics, preferably lexicography

We offer an annual gross salary of € 49,718,34 according to the collective agreement of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. There is the possibility of additional salary depending on education and experience. The employment will start at the earliest in February 2022 and run initially for 5 years, with the option to extend.

Please send your applications including all relevant documents (including CV, statement of motivation and references of previous projects) via e-mail to **acdh-ch-jobs@oeaw.ac.at**, (mentioning Job ID: ACDH-CH150AS121) no later than December 20, 2021.

*The Austrian Academy of Sciences (OeAW) pursues a non-discriminatory employment policy and values equal opportunities, as well as diversity. Individuals from underrepresented groups are particularly encouraged to apply.*